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In the context of electronic synthesis on reconfigurable
devices,
the architectural configurationsareencoded
in
Abstract
“chromosomes” that define
the
state of
the
switches
connectingelements in thereconfigurablehardware.The
The paper describes the architectural details of a finemain
steps in evolutionary synthesis of electronic circuits
grained Programmable
Transistor Array
(PTA)
are
illustrated
in Figure 1. First, population
a
of
architecture and illustrates its use in evolutionary
chromosomes
is
randomly
generated
to
represent
a pool of
experiments on the synthesis of both analog and digital
circuit
architectures.
The
chromosomes
are
converted
into
circuits. A PTA chip was built in CMOS to allow circuits
circuit
models
(for
extrinsic
EHW)
or
control
bitstrings
obtained through evolutionary design using a simulated
downloadedtoprogrammablehardware
(intrinsic EHW).
PTA to be immediately deployed and validated in hardware
Circuit
responses
are
compared
against
specifications
of a
and, moreover, enables a benchmarking and comparison of
target
response
and
individuals
are
ranked
based
on
how
evolutions carried out via simulations only (extrinsic
closetheycometo
satisfying it.Preparationforanew
evolution) with the chip-in-the-loop (intrinsic) evolutions.
iteration
loop
involves
generation of a new population of
The evolution of an analog computational circuit and a
individuals
from
the
pool
of thebestindividuals
in the
logical inverter are presented. Synthesis by sofiare
previous
generation.
Here,
some
individuals
are
taken
as
evolution found several potential solutions satisfiing the athey
were
and
some
are
modified
by
genetic
operators,
such
priory constraints; however, only a fractionof these proved
as
chromosome
crossover
and
mutation.
The
process
is
valid when ported to the hardware. The circuits evolved
repeated
for
number
a
of
generations,
resulting
in
directly in hardware proved stable when ported to different
increasingly better individuals. Theprocess
is usually
chips. In either case, both software and hardware
ended
after
a
given
number
of
generations,
or
whenthe
experiments indicate that evolution can be accelerated
closeness
to
the
target
response
has
been
reached.
In
when gray-scale (as opposed to binary switches) were used
practice,
one
or
several
solutions
may
be
found
among
the
to define circuit connectivity. Overall, only evolution
individuals of the last generation.
directly in hardware appears to guarantee a valid solution.
Avariety
of circuits havebeensynthesizedthrough
evolutionarymeans.Forexample,KozausedGenetic
1 Introduction
Programming (GP) to grow an “embryonic” circuit to one
that satisfies desired requirements [l]. This approach was
Evolvable Hardware (EHW) is reconfigurable hardware
used for evolving a variety of circuits, including filters and
whose configuration is under the control of an evolutionary
computational circuits. An alternative encoding technique
algorithm. The search foran electronic circuit realization of
foranalog circuit synthesis, whichhastheadvantageof
a desired transfer characteristic can be made in software as
reduced computational load was used in [2] for automated
in extrinsic evolution,
or
in hardware
as
in intrinsic
filter design.
On-chip
evolution
was
demonstrated
by
evolution. In extrinsic evolution
the
final solution is
Thompson [3] using an FPGA as the programmable device,
downloaded to (or become a blueprint for) the hardware. In and
Genetic
a
Algorithm
(GA)
as the
evolutionary
intrinsic evolution the hardware actively participates in the
mechanism.Moredetailsoncurrentwork
in evolvable
circuit evolutionary process.
hardware are found in [4], [5], [6], and [7].
I
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Intrinsic evolution can speed-up the search for a solutioncircuit
by
several
orders
of
magnitude
compared
to
evolution in software.
This
is especially
true
if one
simulates large, complex analog circuits (and if the circuit
response is rapid, i.e. not for circuits with time constants of
seconds).Moreover,sincethesoftwaresimulation
relies
on limited accuracy models of physical hardware a solution
evolved in software may behave
differently
when
downloaded in programmable hardware; such mismatches
are
avoided
when
evolution
takes
place
directly
in
hardware.Hardware evolution alsoscaleswell with both
size of the circuits and model accuracy. The more complex
the circuits, and more accurate their models, the longer the
time it takes for their evaluation in software; on the other
handthetimeisapproximately
the same in hardware
evaluations.
Evolutions of analog circuits reported in [ I ] and [2] were
performed in simulations,without concern foraphysical
implementation, but rather as a proof-of-concept to show
thatevolution can lead to designsthatcompete, or even
exceed in performance
those
of
humans.
No analog
programmable
devices
exist
that
would
support
the
implementation of the resulting design (but, in principle,
one can testtheir validity in circuitsbuilt from discrete
components, or in an ASIC), and thus intrinsic evolution
wasnot possible. The problem of intrinsic evolution on
programmableanalogdevices
is very interesting. One
reason is that the potential of analog processing is much
greater than what is exploited today. Analog circuitry has
advantages in cost, size and power consumption (compared
to digital), and can
directly
process
signals
that
are
continual in time and amplitude, albeitat a finite resolution.

Evenasingletransistorhasmanyfunctionsthat
can be
exploited in computationfunctionssuch as generationof
square, square-root, exponential and logarithmic functions.
Other functions include voltage-controlled current sources,
analog multiplication of voltages, and short term and long
term
analog
storage
[SI. The
basic
combinations
of
transistorsoffera rich repertoire of linear and nonlinear
operators
available
for local and
collective
analog
processing. Using evolution, the benefits
analog
of
processingcanbeexploited,while
its disadvantagesare
reducedleliminated.
Interest in analog
computing
dwindled
with the
emergence of robust
and
precise
digital
computing
techniques.
Analog
computers
were
not easily
programmable,wereprone to temperatureinduceddrifts,
and required precise matching of components
to perform
quasi-accurate
computations.
If the evolutionary
mechanism
proves
sufficiently
powerful
for
evolving
complex
analog
circuits, then its combination with
reconfigurable analog devices will be able to capture the
benefits of analog in newapplications.Asupportof
research in thisarea is alsothecurrent
belief that the
evolutionary search works better withanalogthan
with
digital circuits. The possible explanation lies in the fact that
analogbehaviorsare
relatively smoothersearchspaces.
Thus, new perspectives are possible: evolutionary searches
offer
automatic
programming;
sufficiently
precise
equivalent
components
could
be
obtained if the
programmableanalogcomponentsoffercontrollabilityof
their operating points; drifts that canbe compensated for by
adjusting operating points or, if the drifts are too strong, by
a new search for a different optimal circuit configuration

Figure 1. Evolutionary synthesis of electronic circuits

andoperating point. Analogcomputationonsimplelowpower circuits can boost the emerging applications areas of
“smart matter”anddistributedhighbandwidthadaptive
sensing.
A shift in thedesignapproach,fromreconfigurable
devicestoevolution-orienteddevices(evolvabledevices)
would facilitate hardware evolvability. This paper presents
the Programmable Transistor Array (PTA) as a platformfor
experiments in evolutionary synthesis of both analog and
digital CMOSelectronic circuits, alongwithexperiments
that are expected to lead to design guidelines for a
truly
evolvable chip.
Several
experiments
in evolutionary
synthesis ofCMOS circuits performed in simulationsas
well as on atest chip, led to the observations reportedin the
following.Thispaper
is organizedasfollows:Section
2
presents the PTA rationale, and the PTA concept. Section
3 presents the experimental setup, including details of the
softwareevolutionarydesigntool,thePTA
chip, anda
hardware tesbed. Section 4 describes a software experiment
in which a CMOS circuit with an imposed current-voltage
characteristic was synthesized by evolution, and discusses
the effects the impedance of the switches has on evolution.
Section 5 presents intrinsic evolution (on PTA chips) of the
same analog computational circuits discussed in Section 4,
aswellasofa
logical inverter. Section 6 comparesthe
softwareandhardwareexperimentsandpresentssome
lessons learned from the experiments. Section 7 comments
on related work. Lastly, Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2 Programmable Transistor Array
2.1 Rationale for analog reconfigurable devices
Current efforts in the evolution of hardware have been
limitedtosimple
circuits. Forexperimentswith
digital
circuits, this limitation may be caused by a lackof power of
evolutionary techniques in such search spaces. For analog
circuits the limitation appearstocomefromalackof
appropriatereconfigurableanalogdevicestosupportthe
search.Thisprecludessearches
directly in hardwareand
requires
evolving
on
hardware
models.
Such
models
requireevaluationwith circuit simulatorssuch as SPICE;
the simulators need to solve differential equations and, for
anythingbeyondsimple
circuits, theyrequiretoomuch
time for practical searches of millions of circuit solutions.
Ahardwareimplementation
offers abigadvantage
in
evaluationtimefora
circuit; thetime for evaluation is
determined by the goal function. For example, considering
an A/D converter operating at a 100 kHz sampling rate the
electronic response of the A D converter is available within
10 microseconds,
compared
to
(an
over-optimistic)
1
second on a fast computer running SPICE; this advantage

increases with the complexity of the
circuits. In this case
the lo5 speedup would allow evaluations of populations of
millions of individuals in seconds instead of days. There is
also another characteristic that makes
electronics
an
attractive domain
to
apply
evolution;
the
higher
the
frequency at which a circuit needs to function, the shorteris
itsevaluationtime,makingthedesignofveryhigh
frequency circuits an excellent candidate for evolutionary
design.

2.2 Rationale for fine-grained granularity
Most reconfigurable devices are digital, and while several
levels of granularity are in use, the most common ones are
configurable at the gate-level. In the analog programmable
devices the reconfigurable active elements are Operational
Amplifiers, such as in Field Programmable Analog Arrays
(FPAA)
with
only
very
coarse
granularity
and
few
programmable
components,
allowing
specified
functionality with good precision, having a limited range of
possible EHW experiments.
The
optimal
choice
of elementary
block
type
and
granularity is taskdependent.At
least forexperimental
work in evolvablehardware, it appears a good choice to
buildreconfigurablehardwarebasedonelements
of the
lowest level of granularity. Virtualhigher-levelbuilding
blocks
can
be
considered
by
imposing
programming
constraints. An example of this would entail forcing groups
of elementary cells to act as a whole (e.g. certain parts of
their configuration bitstrings with the interconnections for
the N transistors implementing a NAND would be frozen).
Ideally, the“virtual
blocks”
for
evolution
should
be
automatically definedclustered
during
evolution
(an
equivalent
the
of
Automatically
Defined
Functions
predicted and observed in software evolution).

2.3 PTA concept
The
idea
programmable
of
a
transistor array
was
introduced first in [ 113. The PTA is a concept design for
hardware reconfigurable at transistor level. As both analog
and digital CMOScircuitsultimately
rely onfunctions
implemented
with
transistors, the
PTA
appears
as
a
versatile platform for thesynthesis of bothanalogand
digital (and mixed-signal) circuits. Further, it is considered
a more suitable platform for synthesis of analog circuitry
thanexistingFPGAsorFPAAs,extendingtheworkon
evolvingsimulated
circuits toevolvinganalog
circuits
directly onthechip.ThePTAmodule
is an arrayof
transistors interconnected by programmable switches. The
status oftheswitches(ON
or OFF) determinesa circuit
topologyandconsequehtlya
specific response.Thus,the
topology can be considered as a function
of switch states,

andcanberepresented
by abinarysequence,suchas
“101 1.. .”, wherebyconventiononecanassign
1 to a
switch turned ON and 0 to a switch turned OFF . The PTA
is plannedtoexpandmuch
like an FPGAwith versatile
functional cells. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a PTA
moduleconsisting of 8 transistors and 24 programmable
switches. In this example the transistors Pl-P4 are PMOS
and N5-N8 are NMOS, and the switch-based connections
are in sufficient number to allow a majority of meaningful
topologies for the given transistor arrangement, and yet less
than
the
total number
possible
of connections.
Programming the switches ON and OFF defines a circuit
for which the effects of non-zero, finite impedance of the
switchescanbeneglected
in the first approximation. An
example of a circuit drawn withthis simplification is given
in Figure 3.
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The left drawing illustrates the ideal circuit, the right
drawingshowswithdotted
lines thefiniteresistanceof
open switches. A power supply, input signals and a biasing
current source have been added.

3 Testbed for evolutionary experiments
3.1 A software tool for evolutionary design
An evolutionary design tool was developed to facilitate
experiments in simulated evolution. The tool illustrated in
Figure 4 can be used for synthesis and optimization of new
devices, circuits, or architectures for reconfigurable
hardware.Theseoperationsgetperformedbeforeany
hardwaregetsfabricated.Thetoolprovedveryuseful
in
testing architectures of reconfigurable HW and
demonstrating evolution on them before the fabrication
of a
dedicated
reconfigurable
chip.
In
its
current
implementationthe tool usesthepublicdomain
Parallel
Genetic
Algorithm
package,
PGAPack,
and
public
a
domainversionofSPICE3F5as
circuit simulator. An
interface code links theGAwiththesimulatorwhere
potential designs are evaluated, while a GUI allows easy
problem formulation and visualization of
results. At each
generationtheGAproducesanewpopulationofbinary
chromosomes, which get converted into voltages in netlists
that describe candidate circuit designs. Netlists are further
simulated by SPICE. More details about the tool are given
in [lo].
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Figure 2. Module of the Programmable Transistor Array

devicelcircuit

Caltech suponornputcr(HP Exemplar)

Figure 4. A software tool for evolutionary design tool
Figure 3. Schematic of a simple circuit implemented on a
PTA module (with leakage through the finite resistance of
OFF switches as dotted lines on the right figure).

3.2 PTA chip and hardware testbed
Successful evolution on the simulated PTA encouraged the
development
test
of
a chip
implementing
the
PTA
architecture. Experimentswiththechipcould
offer an
estimate on how reliable is the evolution on SW models.
More importantly, evolution of the
circuit directly on the
chip becomes possible, and at an expected accelerated pace
of
over
two
orders
of
magnitude
compared
to
the
simulation (estimated -5 seconds compared to -20 minutes
on the supercomputer for the experiment described). As in
the experimental simulations, the sizeof the transistors was
fixed. The programmable switches were implemented with
transistors, acting
simple
as T-gate
switches.
The
considerations for this choice were:
- The switch has to pass analog signals
Theresistance oftheswitchneededto
be variable
betweenlow(-tenshundredsofohms)andhigh
(in
excess of tens and hundreds of MOhms).
- Intermediate
resistance
values
were
necessary
but
linearity (R=R(Vgate-control )) was not important.
The analog gradual switches act in circuit evolution very
much like resistive weights in an artificial neural network.
Each
chip
implements
one
PTA
module.
In this
implementation only four layers of pairs of transistors (two
PMOSand two NMOS)werechosenfor
simplicity. The
PTAarchitectureallowstheimplementation
of bigger
circuits by cascadingPTAmodules.To
offer sufficient
flexibility the module has all transistor terminals connected
via
switches
expansion
to
terminals
(except
those
connected to power and ground). Further
issues related to
chipexpandability
are treated in [ll]. Thechipwas
fabricatedasaTinyChipthrough
MOSIS, using 0.5micron CMOS technology. The test board with four chips
mounted on it is illustrated in Figure 5.

-

4 Evolution on a simulated PTA
4.1 Evolution using binary switches
Thefollowingexperiment
illustrates theevolutionary
synthesis of a computational circuit. The goal of evolution
wasto
synthesizea“Gaussian”
circuit: a circuit that
exhibits
Gaussian
a
I-V (current-voltage)
input-output
characteristic. In apreviousexperiment
[8] thecircuit
topology was fixed and the searchloptimization addressed
transistor parameters(channellengthandwidth).Such
evolution proved quite simple. The search
for a topology
turnedoutto
be amuchharderproblemandseveral
architectures were unsuccessfully attempted before the
PTA
was
conceived.
In
the
case
of
PTA,
the
transistor
parameters were kept fixed and the search was performed
for the 24 binary parameters characterizing the
status of the
switches. The fitness function was specified as a weighted
combination of parameters x l , . . .,x7 in Figure 6 . In some
experimentsthe
fitness wassimplydeterminedby
an
Euclidian distance between the candidate
circuit response
and the target response.
The evolution was simulated on a Caltech supercomputer
(HP-Exemplar),
using
the
Evolutionary
Design
Tool.
Successfulevolutionwasdemonstratedonmultipleruns
with populations between 50 and 512, evolving for 50 or
100 generations. The execution time depends on the above
variables and on the numberof processors used (usually 64
out of the 256available), averaging around 20 minutes (the
same evolutions took about 2 days on a SUN SPARC 10).
In somerunsthesolution
circuit shown in Figure 3
(human-designed) was rediscovered by evolution.
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Figure 5. A test board with four PTA chips
The
hardware
testbed
was
built
around
National
Instruments
data
acquisition
hardware
and
software
(Labview).Agraphical tablet is attached to thesystem,
allowingtheusertointroducethe
characteristic ofthe
desired circuit in a graphical way.

Figure 6 . Parameters used for the specification of the
fitness function. Fitness = f(x1 ,...,x7)
Besides
rediscovering
human-designed
a
simulated
evolution
leads
to
several

solution,
circuits that are

unusual from the perspective of currentdesignpractice,
which were
facilitated
by the
characteristics
of
the
switches. While those observedso far were, in fact, mutants
(2-4 bits away) of the same solution humans would design,
it is expected that quite different solutions can be obtained.
Even if this were not the case, mutants increase the number
of valid solutions, and easethe search for a solution.
Examples of solutions
found
include
the circuits
illustrated in Figure 7, which produce the first two
responses in Figure 8; some other responses from the same
generation are illustrated in Figure 8 for comparison. It is
interesting to analyze in more detail the unusual solutions
found by evolution. Circuits like those illustrated in Figure
7 resulting from evolutionary synthesis arevery similar
(under certain test conditions) to that of the circuit shown in
Figure 3. Thickerdottedlinesshowconnectionsthat
existed in thecircuit in Figure 3, butaremissing in the
circuits in Figure 7. As one can see thesecircuits are
outside normal design practices, e.g., the transistors P2, P4
and N8 on the left circuit in Figure 7 have floating gates.
The reality is that the switches have a big, butfinite,
resistance in theOFF state ("Ohms
or GOhms)anda
non-zero resistance/impedance in the ON state (- tens of
Ohms). An immediate observation is that while the effects
of non-perfectswitches
may benegligible
in a first
approximation for many digital circuits, such effects
may
fundamentally affect analog programmablecircuits.

Figure 7. Circuits obtained by evolution; their design is
unusual for common practice
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Figure 8. Best circuit responses in a simulated evolution

4.2 Evolution using an annealing effect on grayscale switch conductance: morphing through
fuzzy topologies
Two effects are explored in this section: the use of graylevel switches (with controllableconductance)and
an
annealing-like
effect
introduced
to control
switch
conductance during evolution. A topology with gray-level
switches is named here a fuzzy topology, because
it blurs
the borders between distinctivecircuittopologies:
the
resulting circuits belong only
to certain degrees to fixed,
standardtopologies in which two componentsareeither
connected or not.Thisdiffuse,fuzzytopologyresembles
having
many
seeding
topologies
simultaneously
coexisting, with superimposing effects, the role of evolution
being to isolate the most promising topology. In a sense,
evaluation of fuzzy
atopology
equivalent
is
to
simultaneous
concurrent
evaluation
of
several
superimposed circuit configurations.
Instead of being
only
ON/OFF,
the
switches
were
considered as having a Low/High resistance (Low for ON
state). The binary genetic code would thus specify
if the
switch is Low or High, but the numerical meaning of this
qualitative code would change gradually as a function of a
temperature-likeparameter.
Initially the temperature is
high, and Low and High switch status have values close to
eachother (2M forLow, 20Mfor High).Gradually the
temperature goes down and the switch resistance polarizes
to the extremes (10s of Ohms for Low and 10s of GOhms
for High). The number of generations (100 in most runs)
was chosen to ensuresome
quasi-static behavior (the
response of the same best individuals from older generation
differed in the newergenerationbecausethecircuit
had

different resistanceforswitches).Theannealing
effect
induces a modification in the circuit to be evolved rather
than a modification in the fitness function or in a parameter
ofthesearchalgorithm
directly (e.g. themutation rate).
This technique, which we refer
to as “morphing through
fuzzytopologies”wasevaluated
in conjunctionwiththe
fitness functionfromFigure
6 , whichconsideredshape
information.Thetechniqueprovedaboutoneorder
of
magnitudemore
efficient thanthesearchwithbinary
switches. Promising individuals (with higher fitness) have
shown-upmuchearlier
in the search. This is probably
because of therichersetof
effects duetothe
active
contributionof all switch transistors (not only for signal
passing),
but
also because
through
the
gray-switches
signals get tothe output test/probe points(albeit attenuated)
even through “closed” switches along the path.
Manysolutionswereactuallyobservedwhilerunning
through this “annealing”. If the goal is to design a blueprint
“binary”topology
(a wireconnecting two components
either exists or does not) the annealing technique could be
used as a catalyst to accelerate evolution. If on the other
hand evolution takes place on hardware that supports graylevel switches, then the degree of opening of the switches
could be an extradegreeoffreedomfortheproblem,
enabling an increased number of
solutions. It is possible
that thesesolutions are more sensitive (tovarious drifts,
etc.) than solutions with binary switches.

The response of four mutants
is illustrated in the screen
capture shown in Figure 9 (LabView display of the signals
captured
by
the
data
acquisition
boards).
Notice
the
“mutations7’in the genetic code of the solutions obtainedby
evolution (vertical chromosomes R24 to R1 reading from
top to bottom, corresponding to switches S24 to
S1 in
Figure 2) compared with the human-designedcircuit.

5 Evolution on PTA chips

5.2 Evolution of an inverter

5.1 Evolution of a Gaussian circuit on a single
PTA and on cascaded PTAs
The
same
evolutionary
experiment,
aiming
at the
synthesis of a DC circuit with a Gaussian response, was
performed in hardware on the PTA chips. Four chips were
programmed in parallel with bit-string configurations
corresponding to four individuals of a population of 1000;
then, the next four were programmed, and
so on until all
1000 in onegenerationwere
tested. Evolution led to
“Gaussian” circuit solutions within 20-30 generations. The
current speed of evaluation is 1000 circuits in 8.25 seconds
usingthefourPTAchips
in parallel; anotherorderof
magnitude speed-up is expected when some existing data
acquisition bottlenecks will be solved.
An example of GA parameters in one of the runsis:
Population: 1000, Chromosome size: 24 bits for 1 PTA,
and 52 to88 bits for 2 PTAs(the number depends on
interconnection schemes), Evaluation samples: 30,
Mutation rate: 4%, Crossover rate: 70%, Tournament
Selection: 20 individuals, Elit Strategy: 9% population size
(88 individuals), Fitness Function: Square Root Mean
Error.

Figure 9. The “Gaussian” response of four “mutants” and
their “genetic code” compared to the code of a humandesigned circuit

The PTA should allow evolutionary synthesisof a variety
of a variety of analog and digital circuits. The current setup
allowed
only
one
variable
inputs, therefore
only
the
evolution of an inverter was attempted. The characteristic
of the evolved circuit for the inverter is shown in Figure 10,
and is compared with the target response.
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Figure 10. The characteristic of an evolved inverter

6 Lessons learned
6.1 Limitation of the software models
An interesting observation
was
that, otherthanthe
correct”
human-designed
solution
rediscovered
by
evolution,thesolutionsevolvedonthePTAchipwere
different than those evolved in simulations.(At least the
few of them that were tested; additional circuit solutions
may exist that lead to the same response both in the SPICE
simulationandprogrammedonthe
chip). It wouldthus
appear that different effects are exploitedtolead
to
solutions in the model and in the silicon implementation.
More precisely, the circuit solutions evolved in simulations
(withSPICE resistive models for ON/OFFswitches)did
not prove to be solutions when programmed on the PTA
chip, and vice-versa.
The configuration solutions that evolved
directly on the
PTAchip
(e.g. those in Figure 9) didnotproducea
Gaussian
output
when
simulated
in SPICE.
(Further
experiments using more accurate models of the PTA
silicon
implementation are in progress). Thus, it appears justifiable
to express reservation on the validity of a solution obtained
by “extrinsic”evolutionofanalog
circuits until itis
verified in hardware (at least for particular PTA discussed
here and with the limited accuracy model used).
“

6.2 Effects of switches
Switches
were
implemented
with
transistors, whose
switching characteristic differs from that of an ideal switch
(zero resistance/impedance when ON, infinite when OFF).
However, instead of being a drawback, the effects of nonperfect binary switches appear to be exploitable in favor of
evolution.The OFF state isin
fact ahigh-impedance
connectionwhich still allowsleakagecurrentsthatcan
affect theCMOS circuit behavior.The effect of partly
opened switches (variable resistance) leads to an extremely
rich set of behaviors,includingsolutionstothe
target
problem. Transistors that operate like partly open switches
become active components. Thus it is more suitable to look
atthe circuit ashaving 32 transistors than 8 transistors
interconnected by 24 switches.
One should mention here that the richer set of behaviors
possibleusing transistors asvariableresistanceelements
rather than switches makes the testability problem harder.
However the architecture has an intrinsic higher degree of
fault-tolerance.

6.3 Speed-up by evaluations in hardware
Hardware evaluation can produce a speed-up, especially
when one simulates large, complex analog circuits, and the

circuit response is rapid. One aspect that can however be
easily overlooked is the frequency of operation for which a
certain circuit is designed.Forexample,theDC
circuit
evolved in Section 3 was evaluated obtaining results of DC
SPICE analysis (which in principle can be accelerated by
morepowerfulsimulationplatforms).There
are however
limitations to increasing the speed of configuration and test
in hardware.Forexample,theoutput
oftheGaussian
circuit on the PTA started attenuation when the input ramp
signalswereexceeding 1kHz. Thus,nomorethan
1000
circuits persecond(ofdesiredlowfrequencyresponse)
could be reliably evaluated. Even though some artifacts of
the particular PTA design and load choice may be involved,
it appears natural that evaluating the circuits at a different
frequency than that of intended functioning may introduce
errors. Evaluation in parallel is an alternative speed-up
technique,and at least in theexperimentswiththePTA
chipsno significant differenceswerenotedbetweenthe
implementation of the same circuit on different chips.

6.4 Effects of fitness function and algorithm
characteristics
The use of the problem-oriented fitness function (Figure 6 )
combined with a mechanism for enforcing diversity in the
population lead to evolutions an order of magnitude faster
thantheuseof
fitness defined as Euclidiandistanceand
parameters for theGA illustrated in Section 4. Future
research
should
explore
how problem-specific fitness
functionscan be automaticallydeterminedfromuser’s
desired characteristic.

7 Related work
Evolution of circuits reconfigurable at transistor level (in
particular CMOS)wasproposedanddemonstratedfor
parameter optimization in [ 1 11. Evolution at transistor level
becamemorerecently
oneofthe
focuses at Sussex
University, in particular reflected in the work of Layzell
[12]. Our
focus
CMOS
on has
some
important
consequences
including
the
existence
of
the
effects
presented in this paper as associated with the OFF switches.
The
small
leakage
current
through
OFF
switches
is
sufficient for CMOS but does not affect bipolartransistors,
hence some mutant solutions appear only in CMOS for the
described topology.

8 Conclusions
Automatic synthesis/self-configuration of an analog and
of a digital circuit were demonstrated on an experimental
CMOS chip implementing a PTA architecture proposed as
reconfigurable
hardware
platform
evolutionary
for
synthesis experiments. Comparative software and hardware

evolutionaryexperimentsindicate
thatonly evolutionin
hardwareguarantees a valid solutiontotheevolutionary
synthesis. Solutionsevolved on thechip proved robust
when transferred to other chips from the same fabrication
lot.Controlling theresistance of transistors rather than
using themas binary ON/OFF switches were shown to
improve circuitevolvability.
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